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IMPRESSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE I MEETING AT THE CROSSROADS 

LETTER FROM CHARLOTTESVILLE 

DEAR USCC, 

While it'sstill fresh in my mind I 'd like to write my impressions of the North- 
east Regional Conference at Simon's Rock of Bard College because I felt 
that significant events transpired there. 

First of all, tlhank you. The location and settingwere beautiful. The accom- 
modations were fine and the food was excellent. Even the weather 
couldn't have been better. Your planning was carried out perfectly; from 
registration through to the conclusion on Sunday. 

The six panel presentations were well done and set the tone for the work- 
shops. It's difficult to get deeply into a topic in the hour allotted but the 
workshops are a good avenue for getting to know both the people who 
are leading the sessions and the people in the group on a more personal 
level. Also, in the workshop on the two discourses on true religion we  
were instructed to take several minutes to ourselves to meditate upon how 
we would personally react if Jesus were instrtucting us as he had the 
twenty-four on page 1726. This was an excellent way of personalizingthis 
message. 

The interfaith musical program was a great idea for bringing the local 
churches together with the URANTIA organization remaining in the back- 
ground. And the evening social was a happy event. I enjoyed all of this. 
But, for me the significance began on Sunday. 

The gathering on the lawn by the gazebo imported a sense of spiritual 
tuning in, particularly because of the emphasis on personal communion 
with Jesus and remembrance of him. The joining of hands in the circle in 
meditation and the inward calling out of feelings of brotherhood in the 
group--beautiful. Sending us off two by two to think of Jesus and to talk 
about him and how he's significant to  us--in that lovely setting with the 
birds and the beauty of nature and the warm sun in the blue sky-what 
an inspiring, loving, joyous, and fulfilling occasion. The service in the 
chapel on the hill and the songs were again a spiritual high. Yet, perhaps 
the most uplifting of all these experiences came at the remembrance sup- 
per outside in the circle, with the silent communion in concert with the 
birds and the breeze through the pines; and then the words by members 
within the group, again recalling the events in Jesus' life that have touched 
us the most. And although we  had difficulty with the words and the steps 
to the dance, the dance was significant. It and the singing got us physically 
involved with one anotherwhich amplified, for me, the feelings of brother- 
hood. And then the three concentric circles folk d a n c e a n  inspiration, 
unplanned but meant to be. The weekend was a blessing. I know I've 
added to my family of brothers and sisters and this is the main reason I at- 
tend these functions. 

O n  Thursday, June 23, 1 left Bradley International Airport bound for 
O'Hare as the alternate representative from USCC to the Society Con- 
clave and the Triennial Delegate Assembly of URANTIA Brotherhood. M y  
thoughts were caught in recurring cycles of speculation along two differ- 
ent lines and a third concern which would spin my thoughts: concern for 
Marta Elders. Marta, who was the delegate from USCC had called to tell 
me that she would be unable to attend the Conclave on Friday because 
her father had taken seriously ill. If she could, she would fly out Friday 
night or Saturday morning to attend the TDA. 

I wondered: what are the objectives of other societies? Are they clearly 
formulated? What programs and policies have they put in place to per- 
sue them? What sort of efforts have they made to foster study groups? 
How are they organized? Do they have membership drives? Do any of 
the societies promote the teachings through organized society actions? 
What sort of programs do  they provide for the intellectual and spiritual 
nourishment of their members? And then I would wonder about the TDA: 
How  well would a group of relative strangers work together? What would 
be the responses of other participants to  the resolutions submitted by 
USCC? How would the TDA go about choosing from a field of candidates? 

The trip from O'Hare to the Days Inn on Diversey Parkway went by un- 
eventfully. I checked into the hotel, unpacked, showered, and went out. 
I stopped in at 533 and then went for a fast bite and a walk around 
Gramercy Park. 

Gramercy Park is at the end of Diversey Parkway and fronts upon Lake 
Michigan. It i s  a beautifully laid out park with bike paths everywhere, a 
large marina in the middle of the park, and trees covering the shoreline. 
However, it was painful to see because the drought had left the grass a 
scorched, brown mat and had withered many of the leaves on the trees. 
As I was leaving the park, I noticed a statue located in the corner of the 
park facing Diversey parkway, more or less across the street from the Vet- 
erans' Memorial. 

It is a likeness of Goethe erected in honor of the many immigrants of Ger- 
manic descent who have come here in the last century. He does not strike 
one of those larger-than-life heroic poses one so often sees in public 
places. Instead he stands casually with an open book in his hand as lie 
gazes down Diversey Parkway with a look of well-measured reflection. 

The Conclave began precisely at 9:00 A.M. on Friday. The morning began 
with an introduction by the Domestic Extension Committee. Then the 
Charter Committee explained the criteria it uses to qualify a group for 
chartering as a society. In the afternoon the Domestic Extension Com- 
mittee described to us in some detail the new hred Coordinator P r o g r ~ ~ n  
and how it related to societies and their geographic zones. Finally, there 
was a presentation on the contributions which societies can make to head- 
quarters. 

I'd like to suggest that your study group has found a theme, a location, a I See Crossroads on Page 3 
format that would be good to stay with. It could become the conference 

See Impressions on h g e  8 m Registered mark of URGNTIA Foundation. Used pursuant to license. 
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LETTERS: 

LAND NEEDED FOR SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY 

To The Editor 

Land 1s needed for a self-sufficient, spiritual community. There could be 
home-grown food, a bakery, a natural healing center, and other activities. 
Anyone who cSn help or would be interested in p~rticipatingshould con- 
tact me, Francis Marion, RT 3, Box 223, Livingston, Tennessee 38570. 

I once worked for an oil company but am seeking a more fulfilling life. A 
native of Connecticut, I recently checked out land in Central New York. 
A group of URANTIA people could attempt to put advanced principles 
Into practice. I publish a gardening catalog called "Wonder Crops" which 
specializes in extra-hardy plants. The URANTIA Book notes that it was the 
prime purpose of the Adamic Regime to influence hunters and herders to 
become gardeners." (593). 

"An industrial civilization cannot survive," states The URANT14 Book, 'if its 
leaders fail to recognize that even the highest social developments must 
ever rest upon a sound agricultural basis." (769) 1 am wondering if other 
readers of The URANTIA Book might have an interest in working together 
toward the establishment of sorne kind of spiritual center to help resolve 
modern prot~lems. 

Such a group may offer an alternative, for example, to someone in an un- 
fulfilling job. Single or married people could find refuge from a confused 
and sometimes wayward society. A self-sufficient center could create full- 
time employment for its members, their children and others. It could 
market wholesome products. W e  plan an arts and crafts catalog and have 
an excellent solar food dryer. 

See Spiritual Community in Right Column 
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SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIUM I 

13-1 5 MAY 1988 

The supposed corlflict between science and religio!i has gcr-ie on fnr cen- 
turiej and will surely continue to b e  discussed tor a lung tii-ili- to cclnle. 
But careful consider~tion of this area leads to fresh iiisigiith .ind tie\\, (.In- 
derstanding in both science and relig~on. It s h o ~ ~ l d  be no ci~rpri;c- to ie,ld- 
ers of The UKANII,,I Uook that ,uch studies also tend to unify rather tils11 
separate the two. It WAS this area that \lrlas the f o c ~ ~ s  of Siientit~c Syni- 
posium I. 

We were treated to a fascnating range of ideas on a wide \,ari?ty of s u l 3 -  

jects. There was direct confirmation ol the day/date relatic~nsl-iips found 
in Part IV of The URAN77A Book, and there was a ~,liiosophicsl consider'i- 
tion of points where science and The !JMNTIA Book Are not (yet) in agree- 
ment. Scientific ideas on the physics of light were rel,ited to tiiosc in lhc. 
UK4NIIA Book. L.ove, which plays such an important part in religioli, was 
shown to possess the characterist~cs of a science. We considered anthro- 
pology, psycho lo^): concepts of time and space, the nature ot clironio- 
sonies, and the influence of morality on the development ;:nd growth of 
AIDS. 

This is  by no means a complete list of subjects, but it will suffice to give 
you an idea of the broad range of discussion. The presenters, experts in 
their fields, used language that could be understood by non-technical 
listeners. So it was a very stimulating and thought-provoking session that 
generated much enthusiasm among the participants. The full text of the 
papers presented will be made available by UWNTIA Brotherhood You 
will find theni well worth reading. 

The setting for the conference was Belrnont Collet;r in Nash\,i\le, Ten- 
nessee. Belmont is a small school wlth a very attractive campus and facili- 
ties well-matched to the size of the group, about 250 of us. The weather 
was hot but otherwise kind. The conipaninnship and conger-iial spi~it of 
the group were noteworthy. 

I 

This was a highly successful meeting and Tile UKANII,4 iiaok readers who 

1 put it together obviously p ~ l t  much time and effort into it. Our  compli 
ments and thanks go to them all. Speclal note should be made of the con- 
tribution of Melissa Wells who was not only involved in starting the whole 
idea, but did not let a move to Florida interfere with herwork on the Sym- 
posium. 

I was delighted to learn that Scientific Symposium II i s  being planned. Be 
sure to get to that one. If it is anything like the first, you will be glad you 
did. 

-Sidney Sprague, Farmington, Connecticut 

Spiritual Community from Left Column 

The URANTIA Book calls horticulture "...the highest blessing . . . the most 
human of all human activities." (752:l) Other activities could also be 
pursued. What is your favorite URANTIA topic? Various interests can be 
kept in  mind and information shared. Interested persons niight help 
launch something new from their own homes or locality. 

If anyone has an interest in working with others to help build a better life 
please get in touch with me. This is an opportunity for peace, freedom, 
and fulfillment. 

-Francis Marion, Rt 3, Box 223, Livingston, Tennessee 38570 
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1988 NORTHEAST REGIONAL 

LIST OF CREDITS 

The Northeast Regional Conference of June, 1988, at Simon's Rock of 
Bard College turned out to be a realty memorable weekend of fellowship, 
study, and worship. 

'Religions of the World," the topic of the conference, set the tone for a 
gathering of spiritual unity and sharing of religious experience by the 
ninety-seven participants from fifteen states and Quebec. 

Activities of the weekend conference included: 
a panel presentation of five of the world's religions and New 

Age religious movements, 
ten workshops on religion and religious experience, 
a special program of sacred music presented by a combined 

choir representing twelve southern Berkshire County church 
choirs, under USCC sponsorship, 

a worship service and remembrance supper, 
a children's program, 
other study, recreational, and social activities. 

The conference program was a year in preparation and represented the 
cooperative efforts of more than thirty people from all around New York 
and New England and some from beyond this region. 

Hosting and coordinating the conference was the study group of Great 
Barrington, Massachusetts, including Marty and Gloria Greenhut, who 
acted as site coordinators, Donny MacLean, the program chairman, and 
Art Gregory, coordinator. Karen Culbreth of Pine Plains, New York, pro- 
vided the children's program, Lynn Kline of Ashfield, Massachusetts, was 
the conference registrar, and Joan Battson of Arlington, Massachusetts, led 
the worship service. 

Helena Sprague of Farmington, Connecticut, a trustee of URANTIA Foun- 
dation, and Peter Laurence, chairman of the Fraternal Relations Com- 
mittee of the URANTIA Brotherhood, greeted the conference for the 
URANTIA Foundation and the Brotherhood 

Panelists and workshop leaders included: Rick Hart, Chatham, New York, 
Marty Greenhut, Great Barrington, Massachusetts, Stephen Hecht, 
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, Father Robert Schuer of New Lexington, 
Ohio, Reverend Paul Whitmoyer, Landisburg, Pennsylvania, Nick Scalzo, 
Clinton, Connecticut, Peter Laurence, Armonk, New York, Dan Massey, 
Sherborn, Massachusetts, JackSchmedes, North Harwich, Massachusetts, 
and Alison Gardner, Sherborn, Massachusetts. 

The worship service was assisted by Greg and Sue Welch of Andover, 
Massachusetts, Eric Johnson of Newton, Massachusetts, Marvin Gawryn, 
Berkeley, California, and Father Robert Schuer. 

The Interfaith choir presentation, a public event under the auspices of this 
conference for readers of The URANTlA Book, was organized by Johann 
Pearson, choir director and organist of Old Parish Church, Sheffield, Mas- 
sachusetts, and was directed by M a  jory Crawford, choir director of Saint 
Peter's Roman Catholic Church of Great Barrington, Massachusetts. S 40 
OF V l b r k p h b n r  w-3  era12 P e y T I r  O F  F)ed y o l k .  

Steve Bartley of Schenectady, New York, recorded the panel presentation 
and Beth Bartley transcribed the session. 

The Saturday night social was puttogether by members of the URANTIA 
Society of Greater New York. 

See List o f  Credits in Right Column 

Crossroads from Page 1 

Although there was a great deal of useful information delivered in this 
tightly controlled format, it was hardly what I had expected. Instead of 
learning what other societies were thinking and feeling and doing, the 
Conclave was essentially focused on the organizational relationships ex- 
isting between the societies and headquarters. Engaging a new situation 
with unfounded expectations is often disappointing. 

On Saturday morning when I walked into the conference room at 533 for 
the beginning of the TDA I was more than pleased to see Marta sitting 
there! With great effort she had managed to break away for a short time 
from her family situation. Despite the unresolved status of her father's con- 
dition and the strain of the previous day and the late night flight, she was 
her usual, cheerful self, composed and congenial. An admirable spirit, I 
thought. 

Dave Elders opened the TDA and introduced Paul Snider, the keynote 
speaker. This was the first time I have heard Paul speak and I hope it is 
not the last. His address was inspirational without being bombastic or sen- 
timental. His is that subtle but pervasive inspiration which emanates from 
a sincere penetration deep into the domain of truth. I remember thinking 
to myself that here is a man who is moved by the muse of philosophy. He 
elevated the perspective of our thinking by bringing to our attention the 
higher purposes for which we were gathered. By the time he finished, I 
believe most of us felt as though we were standing upon a mountain. 

The TDA is the most remarkable business meeting I have ever attended " 
because of the spirit which seemed to animate the group. Here we were, 
a group of relative strangers thrown together to perform unfamiliar tasks 
encompassing a massive amount of work with very little time to accom- 
plish our objectives. We had thirty-six candidates to review andtwo dozen 
resolutions to consider, which left aboutten minutes for us to address each 
item. However, the spirit of cooperation and integrity in the group was so 
strong that we completed all of this business within the allotted time of a 
day and a half without once straining this spirit. Almostwithout exception, 
every comment made about each of the candidates was a positive one. 
If people knew ofweaknesses with any ofthe candidates, they never men- 
tioned it. We focused on their strengths instead of their weaknesses. 

Several individuals who have witnessed previous TDAs remarked that they 
had never seen a TDA function in so harmonious, congenial, and effec- 
tive a manner. I honestly do not believe that they were flattering us. The 
spirit of harmony in group function is still clear in my memory. Perhaps it 
was the commonality of our shared values, or the work of our seraphim, 
or the lasting effects of the keynote address. Certainly, the moderators dis- 
played exceptional skill and tact in moving the meeting along at certain 
points. 

As I piled into the back of a station wagon bound for Lake Forest and the 
Intensive Summer Seminars to be held there, my thoughts were moving 
ahead already in expectation of tomorrow. As we passed Gramercy Park, 
I spotted Goethe in the distance with his book in hand gazing intently 
down Diversey Parkway. And I wondered: What would he have given in 
his lifetime to gaze upon the book which I carried with me. 

--George Park, Hampton, Connecticut 

List o f  Credits from Left Column 

Saturday afternoon refreshments were provided by the Darien, Connec- 
ticut, study group. 

The organization and administration of the conference was a gratifying ex- 
perience and seemed effortless to those participating. 
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CONFERENCE IDEAS 

During the conference at Simon's Rock, I heard a comment that seemed 
to open a floodgate for me from which poured forth many thoughts and 
ideas that must have been swirling around inside for some time. I would 
like to offer them for consideration and comment. While attending one of 
the workshops someone mentioned that he wished that there could be a 
conference without workshops at all. He didn't have any complaint about 
the workshops, just a desire to socialize with both old friends and new. 
This is a wish that I have heard often. 

Before I continue, I would like to say that I thought the conference was 
wonderful. Even with the responsibility of registration (thank you to all 
who helped me at the desk) and room accommodations. I never felt 
rushed. The music on Saturday night was great and the worship service 
was both fun and moving. 

Back to the wish. With this caught in the back of my mind came thoughts 
about the children and teens. They were separated from the adults so that 
they could play while the adults attended the serious matter of s t~~dy  and 
discussion. But play to a child is a serious matter. It is their work--they just 
have fun doing it. This is something that adults have forgotten, like a form 
of intellectual amnesia. The wish, the children, play all seemed to com- 
bine together in my mind and the floodgates opened. 

Why couldn't we have a conference in which both children and adults 
experienced the thoughts and ideas of a particular subject through play? 
What made the worship so special were the very elements that children 
use all the time in their play (work). We shared a special time with some- 
one else, we meditated (children do it all the time but we call it daydream- 
ing or imagination), we sang, we danced, we laughed, we shared our 
special thoughts with the group. We played! Enough activities along t h i s  
theme came to my mind to fill an entire weekend. I won't go into the 
details because the possibilities are endless--it is the idea itself that is  im- 
portant. 

A few weeks later I was able to see these ideas put into action. My  son 
Matthew (age 7) and I attended a Cursillo family weekend at the Passion- 
ist Retreat House in West Springfield. About 50 people attended, 113 
children from babies to teens. Except for about twenty minutes when the 
adults separated for a talk, we all spent the weekend together, (you 
guessed it) playing. The theme of colors was used to teach us of the 
Father's love for each individual and our part in giving and receiving that 
love. 

We had stories read to us, we created a pots and pans band, acted out 
skits, sang, played volleyball, had a kickball game on a slipperyslide, 
painted each others faces, made banners and sang some more. All this 
was done in and around periods of worship and free time. It didn't take 
long before I realized that we were no I~nger adults and children spend- 
ing time together, but were just ourselves communing with the Father in 
a very special way. 

So why not? I would appreciate your comments and ideas on th i s  subject. 
Please send them to me in care of USCC Newsletter, PO. Box 88, Farming- 
ton, CT 06034. 

-Lynn Kline, Ashfield, Massachuseto: 

Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations are from The URANTlA Book, 
Copyright O 1955 by URANTIA Foundation, 533 Diversey Parkway, Chi- 
cago, Illinois 6061 4, and are used by permission. 

PANEL ON WORLD'S RELlGlONS 

SPEAKERS' DISCUSSIONS RECORDED 
TRANSCRIPT TO BE MADE AVAILABLE 

The Saturday afternoon plenary session of the 1988 Northeast Regional 
Conference consisted of a panel presentation and discussion of five of the 
world's religions and the New Age religious movement. 'Religions of the 
World; Diversity and Unity" was the theme inviting the panelists to pre- 
sent their points of view. 

Reverend Sogen R. Hart of the Clear Mountain Zen Center of Chatham, 
New York, presented his ideas from the point of view of his Buddhist think- 
ing. He addressed the subject of 'Form and Formlessness" in religious ex- 
perience. 

Marty Greenhut of the Great Barrington, Massachusetts, study group pre- 
sented his thoughts as a Jewish student of The URANTIA Book. 

Steven Hecht from Jamaica Plain, Massachussets, of the Newton study 
group, presented a talk on the Islamic religion. 

Reverend Paul Whitmoyer, a Lutheran Minister in Landisburg, Pennsyl- 
vania, discussed his experience as a reader of The URANTIA Book- 
'Search For the Frontiers of Reality." 

Father Robert Schuer, a Catholic priest from New Lexington, Ohio, told 
of his experience as a Catholic priest who is also a student of The URAN- 
TIA Book and an active participant in the URANTIA movement. 

Nick Scalzo, a founding member of USCC from Clinton, Connecticut, and 
one who keeps abreast of new spiritual movements, presented the New 
Age religious movements. 

A transcript of these presentations were taken from tape recordings made 
at Simon's Rock of Bard College on June 11, 1988, and were made by 
Steve and Beth Bartley of Schenectady, New York. These were sent to the 
panelists for editing and are being prepared for publication. This work is 
expected to be available in mid-winter, 1988-09. 

If you wish to receive a copy of this transcript write: 
TRANSCRIPT, USCC, PO. Box 88, Farmington, CT 06034. 

EXCERPTS FROM PANEL PRESENTATIONS 

'In Buddhism they talk about the foolishness of a fish in the ocean looking- 
for water ... It is as foolish for human beings to be searching for Cod. Fish 
in the ocean looking for water-a human being completely embraced by 
the absolute and looking for the absolute. It is like that fish. 'Hey! Have 
you seen God.. .?'" 

-Rev. Sogen R. Hart 

"And t h i s  is really what Judaism is all about-and what it is; finding truth, 
finding spirituality, finding goodness, finding beauty, living in Cod's will, 
and serving with a whole heart. And I think it's every religion. I don'tthink 
there is really any religion that has a different purpose than that ..." 

&artin Greenhut 

'The faithful were called upon to practice virtues such as charity, humil- 
rty, patience, continence, and sincerity as a means of reformingone's moral 
character. 'The beliefs, the rites, and the moral reformation were deemed 

See Panel Presentation Excerpts on Page 5 
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PLANS BEGUN FOR SPRING 
1 989 NORTHEAST 

REGIONAL CONFERENCE 

Reserve the weekend of June, 10-1 1, 1989, to attend the next northeast 
:egional conference of readers of The URANllA Book to be held in Great 
Barrington, Massachusetts, un the campus of Simon's Rock of Bard Col- 
lege once again. 

In the wake of the exhilarating experience of the spring, 1988 conference 
at this site, volunteers are comming forth 

with ideas and committing their energies to planning and organizing the 
spring, '89 conference. 

The URANTIA Society of Central Connecticut and the URANl IA Society 
of Greater New York are working together to insure the success of this 
conference and much has been said about taking up where we left off in 
June, 1988. We will have had another year to grow in love, to gain in wis- 
dom and in the experience of God. Our world will be presenting us with 
another year's development on all fronts. We will have another opportu- 
nity to share these things, to enjoy renewed fellowship, and to commune 
with Him. 

If you wish to participate in the preparation, planning, or organization of 
the Spring39 conference call Sandy Rogers orJack Schmedes, North Har- 
wich, Massachusetts, (508) 432-4999. 

Program details and registration material will be included in the March, 
1989, edition of this newsletter. 

Panel Presentation Excerpts from Page 4 

to purify the soul of man and lead to satvation and at the hour of death 
to entrance into Paradise." 

-Steven Hecht 

'...I'm loose and loyal and Lutheran aiming to express my faith that by 
directly experiencing my search for realty I grow most and best. It is my 
purpose to avoid letting loyalty to historic roots get in my way of direct ex- 
periencing.. . " 

-Rev. Paul Whitrnoyer 

'When I was half way through the book, as things will happen, I just hap- 
pened to have an appointment with my bishop. So I took the book with 
me. The big blue book. I took it right into his plush office. When he came 
in for the appointment I held it up like this and I said, 'Bishop Herman, 
have you ever seen or read this book?' 

"'No, Robert,' he said, 'What is it?' 

"Well,' I said, 'It proves to be a statement of truth-a restatement of truth 
about 2,000 years after Christ.' 

'He took it and said, 'Well, what does Urantia mean?' ..." 
-Fr. Robert Schuer 

'Each time that it (a new revelation) came along, those who who studied 
it said, 'This is the last word, He's never going to speak again.' You pick 
up the Bible and that's the last word, He's never going to speak again, at 
least for a couple of thousand years. But that's not really the case. He 
never shuts up! He's constantly revealing himself, through all of us in differ- 
ent ways.. . " 

-Nick Scalzo 

I REINTERPRETING 

I TRADITIONAL HOLIDAYS 
I IN LIGHT OF The URANTIA Book 

I FROM A WORKSHOP AT THE 1988 CONFERENCE 

Holidays, like other events in human experience, put on display each per- 
son's spiritual self, as rich or as underdeveloped as it may be. Regardless 
of content, any shared event stands as a spiritual litmus test, capturing for 
that moment in time indisputable evidence of each person's distinctive set 
of religious values. 

Family life, as well as other human associations, guarantees light will fall 
on a person's spiritual self. Questions and challenges arise, both explicitly, 
from other people and the natural flow of human events, and implicitly, 
from one's inherently progressive consciousness of God. God the Su- 
preme literally depends on us to live our spiritual ideals, to interpret and 
reinterpret reality through our shared experiences, 'as we pass by," frail-I 
one event to another. In this context, holidays, weddings, the deaths of 
friends or family members, etc., become the perfect lenses through wl i~ch 
our spiritual natures can shine. 

Religionists are captivated by everyone's heightened receptivity to the 
consciousness of God at holiday times like Christmas, or at an event like 
a wedding or a funeral, when they might chance to participate in the 
manifestation of spiritual reality through another reinterpretation of the 
symbols presented. Religionists capitalize on events of enhanced recep- 
tivty for the edification of themselves, their fellows, and God. Men and 
women, parents, brothers, sisters find courage in each passing moment to 
reinforce 'thatwhich is old and TRUE ..." and to rejeci 'thatwh~ch is ne,w 
but false," and to faith-embrace 'that which is new and also true." 
(1656:l) Mortal man's searching out and highlighting of new meanings 
and values constitutes the realization of God the Supreme. Rather than 
pre-knowledge or specific planning for an impending event, it is our 
sincere readiness at any moment in time to seek and 1 lo the =ather's will 
that will satisfy man's and God's need for able, dynamic interpreters who 
will be present to shape and express the new, expanded definitions so 
needed for the spiritual advancement of all. 

Said a Catholic, 'Christmas is  wonderful because it is ihe one day of the 
year when the greatest number of people are conscious of God, and it is 
that very global, shared consciousness, the true 'gift of Christmas,' which 
feels so nurturing, healing, and spiritually satisfying to me." Said a Jew, 
'When you think of it, Hanukah is really a celebration of religious and 
political freedom for all people, rather than the aggrandizement of one 
religion." These are examples of ideas that everyone can embrace. 

During a funeral for her husband, a woman brought a friend of her 
husband to a wholly new consciousness of God, and a keen interest in 
The URANTlA Book, simply by her spontaneous reactions during the day. 
Her spiritual habits naturally expressed hope, joy, fulfillment, serenity, 
kindness, and generosity, and triumphed over the materialistic perceptions 
of sadness all around her. This man could not help but be drawn to her 
fragrant religion of a personal God who abides through all. 

Our task is allow this form of intensely personal, spirit-to-spirit contact to 
thrive. Recognize that anyone's expanded spiritual insight is coupled in- 
exorably to a responsibility to interpret human events in terms of this new 
spiritual insight. It is each religionist's duty to share their growing God-con- 
sciousness, and tosimilarly encourage others. The essence of the Supreme 
is  our interpretations and reinterpretations of spiritual reality in human 

See Reinterpreting the Holidays on hge 8 
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OFFERINGS 
THE ADMINISTRATION OF 

THE POWER OF GOD 
ON THE ROLE OF 

THOUGHT ADJUSTERS 

Our training in universe administration is lengthy and thorough. Its com- 
pletion is reputed to take our entire ascension career and it includes every 
detail of personal, social, material, (morontial), and spiritual living. 

'Be you perfect in your sphere even as I am perfect," says the Father, and 
he proceeds to put us through th i s  experiential, on the job training. He 
provides our universe of space-time which yields up planets for our hab- 
itation. He furnishes us with mortal bodies and indwells our minds with 
his divine monitor of potential union. He gives us, who are but a step out 
of our animal origin, free will; a real chance to mess things up (like the kid 
who comes into the kindergarten class and breaks everybody's project). 
Here on planet Earth we begin to make relationships with the other 'kids 
in the class;" relationships that will be perfected in eternity but which must 
begin in th is  humble estate. 

The gift of free will choice provides the dynamic. Every moment of our 
lives demands decision and the very first arena of administrative training 
is in the administration of out own self-consciousness; the focus of our 
awareness, the conceptions of our minds, the reactions of our emotions, 
the building of our self-image ... the ego. 

We are taught that the purpose of all universe education is to learn to re- 
late to larger and larger realty. And so it is that we must initially relate to 
ourselves, then to another, then to others. Once the first choices are made 
we enter into relationships which call forth loyalty, devotion, even dedi- 
cation. Patience and forbearance become our strengths. Thus we step into 
His reality which is awesome and wonderful. Once we care about some- 
thing or someone other than ourselves, we are in the business of the ad- 
ministration of the power of God. 

This is what is going on here in our lives on th is  earth at th is  moment and 
at each and every moment. We are in a dynamic process of creation in 
which each of us individually and all of us together are engaged in the 
creation of a perfect universe of perfected beings. 

Free will is our creative license. We have access to his power (we are of 
his power, and are encircuited in his power). Our job consists of learning 
the nature of this power and deciding how to use it 

Since God knows our every need and we are taught that the spiritualized 
human declares, 'Not my will but your's be done," one might ask, 'Why 
not let him make the decisions.. .let him solve the problems?" This kind of 
passive, one-sided relationship, however, does not build an active part- 
nership with God. It leaves us out of the business of creation altogether 
as though we were some kind of celestial basket case. (See parable of the 
pounds, on page 1876). 

The fatherhood of God and and the brotherhood of man comprise a family 
in which relationships of parentto child, child to parent, and siblingto sib- 
ling are in dynamic and progressive growth in perfection. We have per- 
fect parents. The growth process is a long step by step attainment of 
spiritual reality. In th i s  nursery program called life on earth we are given 
reality playthings and educational materials that are breakable. This life in 
mortal flesh is our introduction as members of the family of God. 

We are in constant need of food, shelter, etc. We are always seeking some 
comfort or gratification. We carry in our biological mechanism both ani- 

I believe that human culture in this world is destined to be rescued and 
uplifted by the sublime concept of the Thought Adjuster. This was hinted 
at by a Melchizedek of Nebadon, who stated that the 'Thought Adjuster 
is the cosmic window through which the finite creature may faith-glimpse 
the certainties and divinities of limitless Dety, the Universal Father." 
(1 129:l) 

Indeed, the story of the Mystery Monitors is one of the greatest treasures 
given in The URANTIA Book. This revelation presents new possibilities for 
human spiritual growth. It helps us to trace a direct line from time to space 
to eternty and infinity. Awareness of the Thought Adjusters will give 
people a dramatically new idea about how much God i s  interested in us 
and in providing for our future welfare. 

I expect that knowledge of the Mystery Monitors will eventually revitalize 
organized religion (along with personal religious experience). It will give 
new and enduring substance to the great ideal of the brotherhood of man. 
The fact that all human beings with normal minds have indwelling spirit 
fragments offers new insight about equality and fairness in the universe. 
This gift from God to the human race demonstrates that he has no 
favorites.. we are all equally cherished by our beloved Father. It also sug- 
gests, regardless of worldly condition or status, we all have the same 
chance to ascend in the universe. 

Without diminishing in the least the majestic infinity and eternity of God 
the Father, Thought Adjusters establish a linkage between our minds and 
the mind of God. What the world needs to know, and organized religion 
needs to teach, is that a living spirit of God resides literally in our higher 
mind for the purpose of providing guidance with a definite potential to 
form an everlasting partnership. This is the good news concerning the 
providence of God. 

Knowledge of the Thought Adjusters should have a leavening effect on 
our theology, philosophy, and, sooner or later, on our social norms. It may 
be at first a rude shock for people to fully realize that even their enemies 
are indwelt by God's priceless gift. I would imagine that the value placed 
by one human mortal toward another will rise proportionally as the ac- 
ceptance spreads from individual to individual, from culture to culture, of 
a new and greater version of God's relationship to his children. 

We have much to be greatful for. Let us rejoice in the knowledge that the 
living God has bestowed upon us an absolutely perfect spirit. God trusts 
and loves us. He freely gives us a part of his grace and power. Let us hold 
on to our faith and appreciate his love. Consider the statement of a Soli- 
tary Messenger of Orvonton: 'As far as I am conversant with the affairs of 
a universe, I regard the love of a Thought Adjuster as the most truly divine 
affection in all creation." (1 203:2) 

--Charles Laurence Oiivea, Watertown, Connecticut 

ma1 instincts and the apparatus for the reception of spiritual truth. The 
short-sighted view of life on earth is simply an obsession with material phe- 
nomena and material things. The transcendant view of life on earth rele- 
gates material things to the scaffolding of the spiritual realities that we are 
attaining in partnership with our divine parents and in our mortal fellow- 

See Power of God on Page 8 
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A SHORT HISTORY OF U M l - l A  
SOCIETY OF GRWTER NEW YORK 

By the tinir? the l.!rsntia Societ). of Creater New York became chartered 
there were htenty-three member.. That means hvenv-three individ~als 
who eai'i h ~ d  their own particular road in living with The IIRANTIA B o o k .  

One who wss not part of these hventythree but who was present in spirit 
is Mark Sztejnberg. He graduated to the mansion worlds in 1982. Com- 
ing from Moscow to the United States in the late 13608, Mark met the 
book during a party where a friend showed it to him. I f  ever angels were 
active it wLis here. Mark subsequently bought the book and read it in its 
entirety in three months. Over the years he tound a receptive base for the 
book in his newly wed wite. Dale, his cousin, Lila Dogim. and Lila's 
husband, Avi Dogim. 

By the year 1976 this band of four had already contacted the Connecticut 
Society as well as Steve Dreier who had his regular study group in New 
Jersey. In that year a foundation was made to form a stable Queens/Brook- 
lyn study group. A firm commitment was made when the four joined the 
Connecticut Society. Because of this membership and thanks to the posi- 
tion of Steve Dreier who formed, as it were, a liaison behveen Chicago 
and the scattered readers in the New York metropolitan area, it soon be- 
came apparent that readers could be contacted anywhere from New jer- 
sey to Long Island. 

The situation by the late 1970s was that there existed qu~te a few study 
groups in the area not all of them of the same stability as the 
QueensIBrooklyn group. Some of the readers were actively involved in 
the Connecticut Society, most of them were not. There even was a vali- 
ant reader like Rick Brinkman, who without contact with any others, was 
very active attracting new readers and forming h~s own study group. Rick 
had gotten the book in 1371 and over a period of nine years, completely 
by his own efforts and means, he was able to introduce the book and 
make a difference in the lives of many people. By the year 1980, when 
he did get in touch with fellow readers, he brought with him valuable ex- 
periences in spreading the news. 

Meanwhile, Manhattan, Bronx, and Long Island were not without their 
share of act;\ ity. Here, again, it was Steve Dreier who brought readers of 
The ORANTIA Book in touch with each other. The importance of the pre- 
sence of the Connecticut Society at that time cannot be underestimated, 
yet the distance began to be a factor. 

The first stirrings of a desire to form a New York Society must have dated 
from the mid-eighties. Manhattan, that had its share of successful and un- 
successful study groups, made a giant step forward when Robin jorgen- 
sen in late 1983 made a momentous decision to make his apartment 
available for a weekly Tuesday evening study group where the book 
would be read from cover to cover. This group, still existing, thriving, and 
by far, in numbers, the biggest study group in the area, began soon to form 
the backbone, together with the Queens/Brooklyn group, of what was 
soon to become USCNY. 

Late 1986 gave clear indications that a New York Society was desirable. 
"Compared to other areas," remarks Bart Ice, now president of USCNY, 
and reflecting on the present situation, "we have a small number of study 
groups but a strong core of dedicated, longtime readers." O n  January 10, 
1987, a formal meeting was held at Robin's apartment to assess a show 
of interest and to get the ball rolling. The general feelings of wanting to 
form a New York Society were probably not different from those of other 
societies; the society would be able to facilitate communication between 

URANTIA BROTHERHOOD 1990 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 

In the summer of 1300, amidst the grandeur of the Rocky h.!o~tr'!,i,~~s, Tile 
international conference of the URANTIA Brotherhood will take pl~ce.  
hiaterials will be available within the next year. t4owever, n i ~ r k  your c;~ l -  
endars now, July 21 - July 26, and begin making your pians to attend this 
conference at Snow Mountai11 Ranch, YMCA of the Rockies, to sIi,~re and 
experience the selected theme of "\%laValking With God." 

N.Y. METRO AREA STUDY CROUPS 

BROOKLYN/QLlf f NS 
Mondays, 8::3(t10:00 PM.; Varied location 
Contact: Lila and Avi Dogim, (71 8) 251 -9383 

MAN HATTAN 
Tuesdays, 7:30-10:OO PM.; 31 Crosby Street, N.Y.C. 
Contact: Helene Douglas/Robin lorgenson, (21 2 )  226~631'1 

SELDON, LONC ISLAND 
Weekly; Varied time and location 
Contact John and Toby Speed, (51 6) 736-4547 

STATEN ISLAND 
Thursdays, 0:3&10:30 P.M. (Call first); 36 No:thport Lane, S.I. 
Contact: Rhonda Sliapiro, (71 0) 690-701 1 

HEMPS-TEAD, LONC ISLAND 
1st and 3rd Wednesdays, 3:00 PM.-dinrler; \ '~ri+d Iclcatio:~ 
Contact: Betty Towner, (51 6) 735-6389 

USGNY History from Left Column 

the several study groups, it would give more potentiai to indivitlual mcm- 
bers to do something they could not do otherwise, ard the society would 
be able to participate in a world-wide network by its cmtacts u,ith UIbIN- 
TIA Brotherhood in Chicago. The consideration that a New Y ~ r k  Society 
would be able to send delegates to the Triennial D:.leg~te Assembly iii 
1988 formed one of the (lesser) reasons to formalize the founding oi wt;at 
was to become USCNY. 

1 Whereas this first meeting was only attended by tec people, a second 
meeting on March 1, 1987, brought about eighteen people together with 
the awareness that quite a few others were willing to participate. From 
that meeting on, the inevitable and sometimes tedious process came into 
being.A constitution, working committees, and the election of officers 
were put into place. Close to ten meetings were held before the day of 
birth when the Urantia Society of Creater New York became officially 
chartered on April 17, 1988. Bart Ice from Manhattan became president, 
Dale Sztejnberg from Queens,secretary, and John Speed from Long Is- 
land, treasurer, thereby creating a harmonious geographical sharing of re- 
sponsibilities. During the process of forming USCNY it bec~me necessary 
for some Connecticut members to jump over to the fiew society. The blew 
York Society can, indeed, feel a sense of gratitude tc~wards the Connec- 
ticut Society who helped with their expertise and who made it possible 
that a smooth transition was effected. 

Still in its infant stage, it remains to be seen how USCNY will develop and 
grow. Says Bart Ice, "We have to do right what we do at present. LVhen 
we're ready for something else, the angels will provide the opportunity." 

1 -Custaaf Croefsema, Long Island City, New York 
See USGW History in Right Column 
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Power of God from Page 6 

ship. In this dynamic process ~f living and growing in partnership with Cod 
and in spiritual unity with our fellow mortals every event, every effort is a 
valuable growth experience. Each of us gainswith the gains of our brothers 
and sisters. The unlimited power of the love of Cod is everywhere avail- 
able. It awaits our readiness to employ it in creation, and we always get 
as much of it as we can handle. 

In the actual dynamics of everyday livingwe work in partnership with the 
rather by serving his divine will and cosmic purpose. These unendingly 
relate to the ultimate well being of all of his children. Thus is our station 
in life cosmic duty; our dedication is loyalty to the Father, and our destiny 
is service in divine perfection. 

And now the station of our cosmic duty is this backward and confused 
world of ignorance and spiritual blindness. We are indeed challenged and 
blessed with a great task. 

Let us, administrators of the power of God, in each and every moment of 
our lives bring his light and his love to bear on every situation in which we 
find ourselves. Let us not leave out any dark corner of our lives or con- 
cern of our world. Let us take example from the life of our elder brother, 
Jesus of Nazareth. As we pass by we can bring living truth, living good- 
ness, and living beauty into actuality in the brotherhood and sisterhood of 
life on earth. 

-Martin Greenhut, Great Barrington, Massachusetts 

Impressions from Page 1 

that people anticipate long in advance, looking forward to its scheduled 
time to be a participant in its spiritual consciousness boost. Stay with the 
theme of how the URANTIA revelation can augment the organized re- 
ligions of the world and continue to exemplify it through participating with 
local churches. 

Give us the personal experience of being with our brothers and sisters and 
with Jesus, and help us experience how we can inspire each other and 
can receive inspiration through remembrance of Jesus' life. Get us in- 
volved in inspirational dance and song and play. How can we help but go 
away and spread more love through our daily lives after such an uplifting 
and fulfilling experience? I, for one, would like to see you stay with this 
theme and build upon those events which were most successful in ex- 
emplifying '...the restatement of the religion ofJesus must develop a new 
and appropriate symbolism." (966). Your conference did that for me this 
time and now I want more. 

-Larry Watkins, Charlottesville, Virginia 

Reinterpreting the Holidays from Page 5 

terms. The founder of a successful commune in the United States, 'the 
Farm, who is known only as Steven, sums it up, 'Life is God having one 
long conversation with himself." 

-Alison B. Gardner, Sherborn, Massachusetts 

MASSACHUSETTS BAY GROUP CALENDAR 

Meets Sunday afternoon, at six-week intervals, in North Harwich (H) or 
Sherborn (S). Last meeting this year is December 11 (S). Dates for 1989 
are-january 22 (H), March 12 (S), April 9 (H), May 20 (at USCC annual 
meeting), July 16 (S), August 27 (S), October 15 (H), and December 3 (S). 

A one-day mini-conference will be held on a Spring Saturday (to be an- 
nounced). For information on meetings call Jack Schmedes and Sandy Ro- 
gers at (508) 432-4999 in North Harwich or Dan Massey and Alison 
Gardner at (508) 653-8850 in Sherborn. 

USCC CALENDAR 

Regular meetings of USCC in the Glen House, Farmington, Connecticut: 
November 12, 1988 
January 14,1989 
Marchl8, 1989 
May 20, 1989 (annual business meeting) 

February 1, 1383 last date to submit articles for March edition oC USCC 
Newsletter. 

June 10-11, 1989 Regional conference, Simon's Rock of Bard College, 
Great Barrington, Massachusetts 

USGNY CALENDAR 

December 4, 1988: Social gathering 

January 15, 1989: Peter Laurence; "The difference between URANTIA 
Brotherhood and organized religion." 

March 5, 1989: Gustaaf Croefsema; "Outward view. USCNYr's 
relationship to URANTIA Brotherhood and the world-wide 
movement." 

April 16, 1989: (Abbreviated program due to the annual Society 
business meeting on this date) USCNY's relationship to its 
members and to individuals and groups in our local community. 

June 4: Jaques Tetrault; "How URANTIA groups function in the 
Montreal area and how they have chosen to interact with the 
URANTIA Brotherhood and the world-wide movement." 



SPRING REGIONAL A SUCCESS 
100 ATTEND 

WEEKEND CONFERENCE 
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DEAR FATHER WE ARE COMMITTED TO YOUR SPIRIT WlTH ITS UNITY OF PURPOSE AND jOY OF SHARING. 

FILL OUR HEARTS WlTH YOUR LOVE. LET YOUR PEACE ENVELOP OUR ASSOCIATION. INSPIRE OUR COUN- 
CILS WlTH YOUR WISDOM. 

WE ASPIRE TO YIELD THE FRUITS OF YOUR SPIRIT IN OUR LIVES; "LOVING SERVICE, UNSELFISH DEVOTION, 
COURAGEOUS LOYALT): SINCERE FAIRNESS, ENLIGHTENED HONEST): UNDYING HOPE, CONFIDING TRUST, 
MERCIFUL MINISTRY, UNFAILING GOODNESS, FORGIVING TOLERANCE, AND ENDURING PHCE." 
(P2054/34-37) 

WE ASK FOR THE HEALING OF OUR MINDS, BODIES, AND SPIRITS THAT WE MAY DO YOUR WILL ON GIRTH 
AS IT IS DONE IN HAVONA. 

bv Kate Centrv 

L 

Once again Simon's Rock of Bard College was the setting for the North- 
east Regional Conference as 100 attendees gathered on June 10 and 11, 
1989. The campus is nestled in the piney woods of the Berkshire Moun- 
tains in western Massachusetts and provided a perfect setting for the spir- 
itual uplifting of those present. 

USCC 
NEWSLETTER 

Northeast Regional News 
Published by URANTIAB Society of Central Connecticut November 1989 Volume 16, Number 1 

The northeast area was well represented with attendance from Maine, 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and even Virginia and Ohio. The format 
of the conference gave us ample time to renew old friendships and 
develop new ones as the attendees shared with each other. 

I especially enjoyed the format for the workshops on Saturday afternoon 
because it eliminated the problem I have always had with conferences of 
this type; deciding which workshop to attend. The goal for the conference 
was to imagine what life will be like on our planet when it is settled in light 
and life. There were six workshops planned. Each was to cover an aspect 
of life in that era. We were to discuss personality integration, religion, 
family life, society, government, and relationships and we were to draw 
conclusions about these topics during the era of light and life. Making a 
decision was not easy for me because all the topics were interesting, but 
my problem was solved by the conference planners. We each chose a 
topic for the first workshop. Then, at the close of the first workshop, after 
a break, we were reassigned to meetings of people from each ofthe work- 
shops so that we could spend some time sharing with each other what 
had been discussed in each of the earlier groups. I wasn't able to attend 

USGNY HOSTS TRAINING FOR 
AREA COORDINATORS 

MEET AT UNITED NATIONS 
by James Fulmer 

"Pe~ce, not victory is man's greatest prayer.. . " The words of Dag Ham- 
marskjold. These words greeted us, gold leaf inscribed in marble, on the 
wall of the Dag Hammarskjold conference room located in the World 
Council of Churches building at the United Nations complex in New York 
City. Thirty of us were gathered there for an area coordinator's training 
seminar on April 1, 1989. This was the third training seminar conducted 
by URANTIA Brotherhood's Domestic Extension Committee for the pur- 
pose of preparing area coordinators for their work. In this building where 
so many religionists, men and women of faith, goodwill and peace, have 
gathered in the second half of the twentieth century, a new chapter in the 
history of the URANTIA Brotherhood was beginning. 

An atmosphere of joyful fellowship pervaded the room as we assembled. 
Those of many years service as field representatives and those new to this 
service were embraced equally by the spirit of unity, kinship, and com- 
mitment to a common purpose. This informal fraternal association seemed 
so much more fitting than the sombre and formal initiation rites of man's 
evolutionary past. *Love is the ancestor of all spiritual goodness, the es- 
sence of the true and beautiful." (p. 2047/34-35) Love would initiate and 
join us in service. 

The melodious sound of laughter and spirited discussion was punctuated 
by the trumpet call to duty. Harry McMullan was c,dling the meeting to 
order. Under Harry's chairmanship the Domestic Extension Committee 
has brought the area coordinator program from a theoretical proposal to 
an active functional network of nine&-four individuals committed to serv- 

See Spring Regional on Page 3 

5 Registered mark of URANTIA Foundation. Used pursuant to license. 
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See Area Coordinators on Page 7 
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THE PARABLE OF THE PERFECT PARENT 
by Sandy Rogers 

Sometimes I think that the angels are their most creative when they work 
with teenagers. This year's spring regional conference at Simon's Rock 
seemed to be one of their neatest efforts. We were a group of eight: Jay 
Cestaro, Isaac Greenhut, Jez Rocap, Ricky Rodriguez, a new friend who 
has recently emigrated from Venezuela, Chris Sylte, Jason Sylte, their baby 
sister, and myself. The setting for this seraphic pursuit was the patio of the 
student center. It was a cloudy, damp afternoon, but we had a command- 
ing view down the hillside and across the campus, as we arranged the 
white plastic chairs to form a circle. As we busied ourselves preparing for 
the afternoon discussion, I sensed the boys' feelings of awkwardness and 
slight apprehension. Ricky was new to the teen group this year. While the 
other boys had met at last year's conference, they had not been together 
since. The baby was new to most of us! 

Happily, after a brief period of introductions and chit-chat, tension 
diminished, and we eased into the topic of the afternoon: Periection. We 
began with each boy contributing a one-word encapsulation of his idea 
of a perfect automobile. Soon there was a full-blown group discussion, 
and gradually we  moved into the area of the "perfect parent." Chris 
thought an ideal parent would have to be honest, lsaac felt that patience 
was very important, while Jez's concept of a perfect parent centered 
around unselfishness. Jay thought learning how to fail was a vital charac- 
teristic. Ricky contributed that a periect parent should love all humanity. 

As these heady ideas were being discussed and embellished, Jason's and 
Chris' baby sister, who was sitting on Chris' lap, began to fidget and fuss. 
In fact, in a short while she became quite distressed; and slowly, but surely, 
our discussion shifted its focus. h?ethodically, the boys' began to offer sug- 
gestions on what the baby wanted. Isaac, who has done a good deal of 
baby-sitting, thought she was tired and wanted sleep. Jason made the sug- 
gestion, reluctantly, to his brother that she needed a diaper-change. Jez 
felt that if she had a change of venue, that might help, and he offered HIS 
lap. So, she was handed over to him. She became fascinated with her 
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new perspective and seemed happy once again. We were all delighted 
and fell back to our discussion.. . A perfect parent is one who is attentive 
and listens; one who understands a child's needs even ~f the child doesn't 
speak them out loud; one who has good communication skills and i s  fair 
and just ... 

Just about the time we began to feel overconfident that we  had this dis- 
cussion process mastered, the little girl decided she had had enough of 
her new location and wanted to go back to familiar territory. So, laps were 
switched, and she was once again with Chris. This did not appease her, 
however, and she grew more and more agitated and unhappy. Jay, who 
has four younger brothers, suggested that maybe she wanted her mother. 

Just about this time the sun broke through the clouds and created a hazy, 
humid heat. Soon we were all fidgeting; the baby's discomfort was con- 
tagious. We grew thirsty. I leftthe group in search of water and paper cups 
from the oasis of the dining hall. Meanwhile, Isaac, who had retained his 
idea of the little girl's desire for sleep, went off to his room to get his bed- 
roll so she could lie down. When I returned with the water, the baby was 
on the blanket on her back, crying. The boys stood around her, staring 
and glassy-eyed. I picked her up while they distributed the cups and 
water. Because she was clearly most comfortable with Chris, he took her 
back. As he held her, a new idea seemed to  flash into his mind: he reached 
for his cup of water and offered her a drink. She took one sip ... Then 
another.. . LVe all gazed in amazement as she guzzled.. . She drank almost 
the whole cup of water! Thus sated, she was soon asleep on Chris' lap in 
one of those rubbery contortions that only cats and babies find com- 
fortable. She looked beautiful, so happy and peaceful. I happened to 
glance over at the boys' faces. They were beatific countenances; each of 
them had a radiant smile. Their concern had been completely focused on 
the welfare and comfort of this small child, and now she was content ... 
They were genuinely delighted. 

We never did get back to our discussion of the perfect parent ... 

Spring Regional from Page I 

each group but I did get a personal synopsis of each discussion from two 
different people who had attended each workshop. 

The remainder of the conference was a skillful blend of planned activities 
and free time. Many people took advantage of the beautiful setting and 
the lovely weather to walk about the campus in small groups of two or 
three. Itwas a gentle time, a time of loving and sharing. There was a strong 
feeling of community, and I heard not a hint of complaint. We had our 
more boisterous moments as well. 

The entertainment on Saturday night was full of humor, music, and good 
times. The program was well-planned and executed by our talented 
membership. Musical numbers were presented by Craig Peyton, Greg 
and Sue Welch, Rich Bedrosian, and Benjamin Herndon and between 
musical presentations we were entertained by the comedy of Carol 
Schindler. Laughter filled the rafters of the old barn that was the setting, 

I an See Spring Regional on Page 3 

Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations are from The UKANTlA Book 
Copyright O 1955 by URANTIA Foundation, 533 Diversey Parkway, Chi- 
cago, Illinois 60614, and are used by permission. 
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Spring Regional from Page 2 

d the house was almost brought down by the dancing antics of two "al- 

iens" who decided to join us. 'the good spirits followed us to the wine and 
cheese social following the entertainment, and a wonderful evening was 
enjoyed by all. 

Sunday morning the group met for a friendship circle and two by two 
walked through the woods. Then we gathered at the chapel nestled in 
the trees for a worship service. Father Bob Schuer gave an inspirational 
talk (see page three) and after musical presentations the children joined 
us for the partaking of a supper of remembrance. We shared some 
thoughts about Jesus as the spirit of Michael permeated the chapel. There 
was a strong feeling of love as we left and walked back to the dining hall 
in the sunshine. 

As I left the dining hall after our last meal together I was sad that the con- 
ference was over. But that feeling of sadness was quickly replaced by the 
knowledge that once again I had my "batteries" recharged, that I had 
been surrounded for 24 hours by people who really care about me and 
about each other. The sadness was replaced by gratitude, firstto the con- , "  

TEENS AT SPRING R E ~ O N A L  CONFERENCE: Isaac Greenhut, ference planners, then to the confer'ence participants, then to Michael 

Sandy Rogers with baby, Jay Cestaro, Jez Rocap, Chris Sylte, himself making it possible. 

Jason Sylte. 

PRAYER OF FATHER ROBERT SCHUER AT CONFERENCE SERVICE 
Reported by Beth Bartley 

Holy Spirit of Cod, I ask you now to: 

Make our service loving. 
Make our service come out of the true desire to help others 
attain their highest possible good; their greatest likeness to 
you. 

Make our devotion unselfish. 
That we do it without hoping or expecting to get any-thing 
back or any recognition; because then everyone will have 
someone devoted to them even as you are to us. 

Make our loyatty courageous. 
No matter what it may entail, because being loyal to you 
sometimes causes us to lose some things that hither-to-for we 
thought were pretty valuable. 

Make our fairness sincere. 
Without wax, without any funny business covering it over; 
like Jesus' own fairness, the ideal Cod-like fairness. 

Make our honesty enlightened. 
That our honesty may shine to the world, like a brilliant light 
from Cod, showing how completely fair and honest 
Our Cod is. 

Make our hope undying. 
Sometimes our hope fluctuates. Sometimes it is really great. 
Other times it might descend to the depths; it isn't as strong 
as it could be. Make our hope indestruaible and like Jesus, 
give us complete trust. 

Make our trust confiding. 
Judas got into trouble because he was not confiding. By not 
acknowledging other people's sincere interest in him. Let us 
acknowledge how your goodnes-present in you-is also 
your goodness present in our associates, our families and 
friends. 

Make our ministry merciful. 
Oh, how that is needed these days. When people make big 
mistakes and do bad thing-do as Jesus did. He used that 
opportunity to show that person how much they are loved 
and respected as a child of Cod. He did not demean the per- 
son's self-respect. 

Make our goodness unfailing. 
This has to be operating full time, not just on Sunday or at 
Christmas. Everybody you meet has some need. If our good- 
ness i s  unfailing-it won't fail anybody, but will stretch out to 
everybody to help them with their need. 

Make our tolerance forgiving. 
Don't just tolerate patiently what other children of Cod do or 
say, but make your tolerance forgiving. Pray always to forgive. 

Make our peace enduring. 
The peace that we have right here and now; make it endur- 
ing throughout this year-through the rest of our 
live-through our mansion world experience-through all 
the worlds we'll come to. Please, Holy Spirit, make our 
peace enduring. 

Thank you, Holy Spirit and thank you, Jesus. 





Last days of Sovereign Sojourn 
Can never be an end 
Each act becomes a dawning 
Borne from love our Father sends 
These seeds of eternal purpose 
Overcome all odds and bloom 
Despite celestial enemies 
And gathering mortal gloom 
Through the darkened skies of 
Broken dreams, dashed hopes, 
and 
Unfounded fears 
Our Savior has now defeated 
Death-and takes away our tears 
Such love this world has never 
Seen-at least not proven so 
Until this time when Christ did 
Die yet arose to  free our souls. 

Rick Lajoie 
Leominster, MA 

I'm you're guardian, look to me 
for I will not fail you. Where 
you need me, I'll he there 
For I'ni your guardian. 
I hear you in your thought ar:d 
word-ask in your need and I'll 
hear you. 

Consecrate and give all  that y o u  
have, wil l  have, or ever had, both 
materially and spirit i~ally to the 
Father without reservatior~ 

or hesitation 
now and forever-in faith thru 
Christ our Lord- 

Roniero Ouelletto 
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URANTIA SOCIETY CONCLAVE 
LAKE FOREST COLLEGE 

By Gustaaf Groefsema 

Lila rlogim ; ~ n c l  I '~ttencled the Society Conclave at Lake Forest the 
weekend ot June 23-25.  The proceedings were led by David Kulieke. I 
countcd ;it thc most 20 representatives from 13 societies including On-  
tario and Finland. 

After the openlng by David Kulieke each society gave a short resume of 
its state of affairs. Here are some highlights of the societies' reports: 

SAN FRANCISCO: Organized a second annual retreat-a family gather- 
ing. Not so much study as reversion. 
GLENVIELZ': Report on many activities: sale of books at fleamarkets, no- 
tices in condinii~iniurns, family and community involvement, etc. 
EVERGREEN: Acti:,e in library placements, benefits from an accurate re- 
cord keeping ot new members, and a newsletter. 
NELV YORK: 1.ila and I talked about the Great Barrington Conference and 
general involvement with the Connecticut Society. 
DALLAS/FT.LZ'ORIH: Organized annual conference, successful library 
placements. 
ORVONTON: tias an ad in the Chicago Tribune for years with little re- 
sponse. A discu,,ion followed in which it was suggested that it would be 
better to p ~ ~ t  an ad in the personal section rather than in the religious an- 
nouncemeiits. 
FORT M'AYNE: Focus very much on interfaith with established Christian 
groups. L~ttle emph~sis on society (only one meeting per year) but more 
on working as fellowship-study groups. 
CONNEC1-ICUT: ,Mentioned sparse attendance, but has spawned the 
New York Society and the future Massachusetts Bay Area Society. Organ- 
izes special events. 
FIRST URANTIA SOCIETY: Gets together huge mailing lists for topical 
study programs with meals. Organized a Chicago referral service to refer 
readers to many study groups scattered in Chicago. 
OKLAHOMA: All kinds of activities. Very successful. Many types of study 
groups. Organizes an annual Jesus Birthday party. 
KANSAS CITY: A new society with only one stable study group. Some in- 
volvement in conferences. 
ONTARIO: Reported typical problems of a society spread over a large 
(500 miles) geographical area. Successful in library -placements. 

See Conclave i n  Right Column 

Western Massachusetts readers celebrate Jesus' birthday 

November 1989 

, 

I STUDY GROUP ANYONE? 

1 ~onnecticut Study Croup Listing 

1 FARMINGTON: One Sunday per month. Next, September 24,1989. 
ARMONK: Sunday evenings, 5-1 0 PM 
CLINTON: Thursday or Sunday evenings. 

1 DARIEN: Thursday Evenings, 8-1 0 PM 
NEW HAVEN: Alternate Friday or Sunday evenings. 

1 WATERTOWN: Friday evenings. 

l ~ h o d e  Island Study Croup: 

INEWPORT Alternate Sunday evenings. 

1 For information regarding any of these study groups call: 
Bill Rocap, Area Coordinator (203) 628-6939 

Conclave from Left Column 

FINLAND: 1000 copies of the book in English have been distributed in 
Finland. Editing of the translation in Finnish is in its final stages and Uran- 
tia Foundation is in the process of approving the typesetting and printing. 
The society has 56 members with many activities similar to those in the 
United States. Conference was organized with 140 people in attendance. 

The first half of Saturday afternoon was filled with a couple of half-hour 
presentations by selected society representatives who had some successes 
and recommendations to share. 

I attended a talk by M o  Siegel of the Rocky Mountain Society on BOOTHS 
AT FAIRS. H e  reported that he had five years of experience with both in- 

See Conclave on Page 7 

WESTERN MASS READERS 
CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY OF JESUS 

Will Meet on the Third Sunday 
Each Month in Northanipton 

Sunday, August 20,1989 will be remembered well by the dozen souls at- 
tending the 1996th birthday party for Joshua Ben Joseph in the basement 
of the Unitarian Society, Northampton, Massachusetts. Attending were: 
Steve and Beth Bartley of Schenectady, New York; Martin, Gloria, and 
Isaac Greenhut and Arthur Gregory from Great Barrington; Lynn Kline and 
Matthew Sherman from Ashfield; Steven Cadarette from Greenfield; Les 
Rogers and Andrea of Springfield, and George Lallas From Spencer. 

Arrivals, refreshments, and social time were followed by a workshop with 
shared readings from The URANTIA Book, writing of poetry, drawing, and 
clay modeling. This led into a thanksgiving and prayer time with supper 
of remembrance which was concluded by a full course dinner with birth- 
day cake, singing, and a thorough cooperative cleanup of the Unitarian 
Society meeting room and kitchen. 

The group decided to meet every month on the third Sunday and are in- 
viting all readers in the area to join them for a similarly scheduled session 
with social,workshop, reading and sharing, worship, and pot luck supper. 

Call Steve Cadarette at (41 3) 772-2647 or Marty Greenhut at (413) 528- 
1452 for information regarding these meetings. 
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Area Coordinators from Page 1 I Conclave from Page 6 

ice at the local level. Tenaciously, Harry defended the schedule 

throughout the course of the day. 

After welcoming us, Harry introduced Mary Daly, area coordinator for 
South Dakota. Mary prayed for our unity of purpose and help in laying 
aside any prejudices or self concerns which might interfere with a clear 
understanding of the Father's will. 

Following the opening prayer, the purpose, function, and approach of the 
Area Coordinator was defined. We would serve the readership in our local 
areas, and support the development of local study groups. Our function 
would be non-political and service oriented. We would not be evangeli- 
cal in our approach to non-readers nor intrusive in our relations with the 
local study groups. Our intended approach is best exemplified in Jesus' 
'Instructions for Teachers and Believers" which begins with the injunction 
to "Always respect the personality of man." (p. 1765122) 

Ourtraining program consisted of a multi-media presentation on the "His- 
tory of the Urantia Movement", instruction on copyright and trademark 
matters, use of the mailing list, coordination with '533" and the Domes- 
tic Extension Committee, use of the AC Program Manual, and various 
study and organizational aids. The program was well organized and the 
information presented was pertinent and useful. However, our lessons on 
service were taught most effectively through the examples of those who 
served us. 

Our hosts, the members of the USGNY, who obtained the room in which 
we met, lodged us, prepared our meals and arranged for an evening so- 
cial, taught us the importance of planning, organization, attention to detail, 
and joy in active service. 

Michael Painter, Director of Reader Services, and our primary contact at 
'533," taught us the importance of consistency of commitment. Michael 
has actively supported our efforts at outreach, and inspires new ideas with 
the full knowledge that they will result in more work for him at "533". 

Dave Elders, President of the URANTIA Brotherhood, and the former 
Field Representatives, Helena Sprague, then a Trustee of URANTIA Foun- 
dation, Berkeley Elliott, Chair of the International Fellowship Committee, 
and Steve Dreier, Chairman of the Judicial Committee, through the shar- 
ing of their experiences, have taught us: 

--that tolerance, respect, and active commitment to service are the nec- 
essary prerequisites to our unification and growth as an organization. 

-that the mind is the gateway to the soul, emphasizing the primary irn- 
portance of the study of The URANTlA Book in all of our group efforts. 

-that we are called to serve the individual, often where the need is the 
greatest, and the opportunities for reward and recognition are least. 

I think we were all moved to feel that a torch was being passed. Those 
who have served before us have brought us into a time where the harvest 
is so plentiful that additional workers are required. Those who are join- 
ing, and those who will shortly choose to join in the work owe a debt of 
gratitude which can only be paid by faithful service. 

Echoes of arguments about the pros and cons of more organization vs. 
less organization, evangelism vs. the person to person spread of theteach- 
ings, revolution vs. evolution, my way vs. your way sound so shallow and 
pale, so dim before the light of living love. The prayer for the victory of 
my way over your way has been replaced by the prayer for peace. Peace 
in the understanding that our way is the way of service. 

door and outdoor fairs. An essential point is to choose a fair that is mostly 
non-profit and is an appropriate place to present the URANTIA Book. It 
is important to have a good follow-up. People who are introduced to the 
book at a fair should get information on how and where to connect to a 
local study group. It is a good idea to offer an after-the-fair orientation 
meeting. Outdoor fairs usually cost around $50.00 and only require that 
you provide a nice table with lots of flyers along with your display of the 
URANTIA Book. An indoor fair can cost 51 000.00 and the key to success 
here is a professional booth, appearance, and training. M o  said that his 
booth can be made available to societies for a fee. 

A second presentation that I attended was Barbara Hester of the Ok- 
lahoma Society on BOOK PLACEMENT.Recommendations included: 
don't go only to regular libraries; also go to prison libraries, hospitals, high 
schools, colleges, and religious libraries. 'The Domestic Extension Com- 
mittee can provide books for this purpose When you go to a library, know 
the decimal listing (URA 299) and it helps to bringwith you a flyer like the 
"General Description of the URANTIA Book" 

The second half of Saturday afternoon was devoted to a general discus- 
sion on SOCIETAL CONCERNS. Six topics were on the agenda to be dis- 
cussed but time ran out and only a couple of concerns were tackled. 

On the subject of HOW TO ATTRACT NEW READERS the general con- 
sensus was that 'letting your light shine'was the single most important fac- 
tor in getting interest from prospective and new readers. Meredith 
Sprunger reminded us that the URANTIA Bookwas the fifth epochal rev- 
elation and that the common denominator of all readers was that they are 
truth seekers and that hence our search for new readers must be focused 
on readers searching for truth. 

Lots of time was devoted to the subject of worship. The overall consen- 
sus was that this is a very tricky subject. 

Opinions ranged from the beneficial effects of joining in the worship of 
existing (institutional) churches to the opinion thatworship should be kept 
to the minimum; preferably in the form of music and silence. 

Sunday's meeting concerned itself with business and relations between 
the societies andthe programs of the brotherhood. One topic was, THE 
INTERACTION OF SOCIETIES WITH AREA COORDINATORS. Michael 
Painter gave a talk aboutthe role of area coordinators. A discussion ensued 
on the relation between societies and area coordinators. Concerns were 

See Conclave on Page 8 

Jesus made the way clear when he said.. ."Peace be upon you. Thatwhich 
my Father sent me into the world to establish belongs not to a race, a na- 
tion, nor to a special group of teachers or preachers. This gospel of the 
kingdom belongs to both Jew and gentile, to rich and poor, to free and 
bond, to male and female, even to little children. And you are all to pro- 
claim this gospel of love and truth by the lives which you live in the flesh. 
You shall love one another with a new and startling affection, even as I 
have loved you. You will serve mankind with a new and amazing devo- 
tion, even as I have served you. And when men see you so love them, 
and when they behold how fervently you serve them, they will perceive 
that you have become faith-fellows of the kingdom of heaven, and they 
will follow after the Spirit of Truth which they see in your lives, to the find- 
ing of eternal salvation." (p. 2044122-32) 

"The gospel of the kingdom is concerned with the love of the Father, and 
the service of his children on earth." (p. 205313-5) 
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U.S.C.C. CALENDAR 

Regularly scheduled meetings: 
November 11, 1989 
January 13,1990 
March 10, 1990 
May 12, 1990 

For location of meetings call Bill Rocap at (203) 628-6939 

U.S.G.N.Y. CALENDAR 

Regularly scheduled meetings: 
December 3, 1989 
February 4, 1990 
April 1, 1990 
June 3, 1990 

Program topics and locations have not as yet been announced. 

Conclave from Page 5 

expressed and a resolution was passed to adopt a better-worded clarifi- 
cation on the reporting of area coordinators to societies. A second resolu- 
tion was passed to congratulate the Domestic Extension Committee on 
the inauguration of the area coordinator program. 

The conclave also discussed the review of candidates for the General 
council and a proposal by Peter Laurence that triennial delegates have a 
three-year function rather than a once-in-three-year function. This would 
permit the delegates to meet in intervening years and would improve the 
interaction between the societies and the Chicago-based council. 

In the closing remarks it became obvious that all societies present saw the 
need and benefit of the Conclave of URANTIA Societies and the desire 
to continue these conclaves on an annual basis. All-in-all communication 
between societies on this level is of vital importance. 

SPRING 1990 REGIONAL 
CONFERENCE ~ 

CALENDAR 
MASSACHUSETTS BAY 

Regularly scheduled meetings: 
December 3, 1939, constitutional review n~eeting, in Sherborn 
January 21, 1990, organizing meeting for (future) Massachusetts 

Bay Urantia Society at Life Experience School, Sherborn 
March 4, 1990, in Hanvich 
April 15, 1990, in Sherborn 
May 20, 1990, in Hawich 
June 24, 1990, in Sherborn 
August 5, 1990, in Sherborn 
September 16, 1990, in Harwich 
October 28, 1990, in Harwich 
December 9, 1990, in Sherborn 

Location: Simon's Rock of Bard College, Gt. Barrington,MA. 
Saturday-Sunday, June 9-1 0, 1990. 
Conference begins at noon on Saturday, ends at 1 :00, Sunday. 
 re-conference retreat: Friday, June 8, 1990 
Begins at 5:00 PM. 

For directions and additional information call Dan Massey and Alison 
Gardner at (508) 653-8850, or Jack Schmedes and Sandy Rogers at (508) 
432-4999. 

WESTERNMASSACHUSETTS I 
CALENDAR I 

DON'T FORGET TO REGISTER FOR THE 1990 
GENERAL CONFERENCE IN SNOWMASS COLORADO 

Regular meetings in Northampton (see p. 6): 
November 19, 1989 
December 1 7, 1989 
January 21, 1990 
February 18, 199C 
March 10, 1990 
April 15, 1990 
May 20, 1990, etc. 
(3rd Sunday of each month during 1990) 

For location of meetings call Steve Cadarette at (413) 772-2647. I 


